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Supplies:  
 

x Stamp Set: Scary Cute (159850) 
x Dies: Scary Silhouettes Dies (159851) 
x Punch: Handmade Tag Punch (159690) 
x Cardstocks: Rich Razzleberry (115316), Crushed Curry (131199), Old Olive 

(100702), Basic White (159276) 
x Stampin’ Pads (Ink): Crushed Curry (147087), Pumpkin Pie (147086), Old Olive 

(147090), Memento Black (132708), Versamark (102283), White Craft (147277) 
x Miscellaneous: Old Olive & Sahara Sand Twill Ribbon Combo Pack (158955), 

Basics Stampin’Emboss Powders (155554), Embossing Additions Tool Kit 
(159971), Heat Tool (129053), Blending Brushes (153611), Multipurpose Liquid 
Glue (110755), Tear & Tape Adhesive (154031), small whole punch of your 
choice 
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Instructions:  

 

1. For the card base, cut 1 piece of Rich Razzleberry Cardstock and 1 piece of Basic 
White Cardstock to 5- ½’’ x 4-¼’’. You also need 1 piece of Basic White Cardstock 
that measures 3’’ x 4- ¾’’. 

2. To create the front of the card, stamp the bats images randomly on the Rich 
Razzleberry cardstock with Memento Black ink.  

3. Using your Paper Trimmer, cut the Rich Razzleberry cardstock as follows: 
a. Lign up the left edge of your cardstock vertically with the 3-½’’ mark and cut from 

¾’’ to 4-¾’’. Flip it over and do the same thing on the other side so you end up 
with 2 parallel tracks.  

b. On the bottom of your card front, cut from one track to the other one so you end 
up with an open flap. 

4. Put the open end of the flap to the left side of your Paper Trimmer and score the 
inside flap only, at the following marks: 1-1/4 ’’, 3’’ and 4-¾’’.   

5. To create a small opening at the top of the card, punch a little half circle using the 
Handmade Tag Punch. Do the same thing with the Basic White cardstock. 

6. On the back of the Rich Razzleberry cardstock, adhere Tear & Tape to the bottom 
part of the sliding mechanism. Attach a piece of Basic White cardstock that measures 
3’’ x 4- ¾’’ by centering it at the top of the card. When this is attached to the sliding 
mechanism, you can put a little bit of multipurpose glue on the outside edges of the 
Rich Razzlberry cardstock and adhere large the Basic White cardstock (make sure 
the half circle opening is in line with the opening on the Rich Razzleberry cardstock). 

7. Pull out the sliding mechanism and punch a whole in the top part to attach a piece of 
Old Olive ribbon. This tab will be the pull mechanism of the slider card. 

8. To decorate the top of the card, die cut a piece of Basic White cardstock using the 
frame die and add color to the cardstock using Blending Brushes and Crushed Curry 
ink, Pumpkin Pie ink and Old Olive ink. Die cut the detailed frame with Basic Black 
cardstock and adhere it to the Basic White frame. Adhere both pieces to the bottom 
of the slider mechanism. 

9. Die cut the scary house with Basic Black cardstock and adhere it to the center of the 
frame. Die cut a little moon with Crushed Curry and adhere it to the frame.  

10. For the sentiment, die cut the label with Old Olive cardstock and stamp ‘’Boo!’’ with 
Basic White ink. Stamp bats with Versamark ink and emboss them with Black 
Embossing powder. Adhere the sentiment label to the top of the frame. 

11. You can stamp more sentiments and images on the Basic White cardstocks and the 
envelope as desired. 


